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We are very glad to share that the New Year invited master. Balu [name changed] a down syndrome
student who is 13 years old. The student is being observed with various good transformations. We
thank his mother who is also accompanying him and serving for our center. She is also able to handle
a child who is being suspected with some hyper active issues. She has donated very valuable
working tools to our center used by her son. The student's detail report has been done and not being
released for the public in this forum. In this context I thank all the staff members under Ms.Sumathy
who has accepted this boy and dedicating them self for his betterment.
General report about the center by all teachers:
We have reduced the noise level of the staff and children.
In this third year children are more independent from adults.
There is a special development in the spoken skills of elder children after the summer leave.
Children are more aware about the materials and placement order of the center.
This year we have 27 children. [6 of them are older children]. Most of them have settled with work.
As usual elder children are assisting the fresher ones to get settled with work.
We are able to settle the new children easily because the admission was slow and it gave us space.
The anxiety within the staff members about master Balu's arrival has changed. They are very happy.
Uni5 presentation has evolved with new syllabus and children are more interested.
The new syllabus has space for more linking.
This is being taken forward in nature walk exercise.
This month topic is land. All children are always talking around land.
In Sendurai all 27 are just beginning to talk and it is not possible for the adults to completely rasp
what they have understood. In Coimbatore most of them are good in spoken skills and we are able to
understand how much they have grasped.
Most of the children are highly interested in exploring by touch.
Children are easily accepting the group activities.
Project manager Mr.Suresh kumar was unable to focus much in the center this month because of his
challenges in agriculture.
Ms.Sumathy, Mr.Suresh, Ms.Induja, Ms.Rajalaxmi, Ms.Raji will be doing 1 year diploma course
through Sathvruthy center - Madras.

Children have learned to approach us to teach more new materials.
Much focus is being given for language development.
Ganga worship with water conservation concept has been introduced on all Fridays along with chariot
procession play.
New payment has been given to old staff members.
The center has many challenges in Coimbatore in making the public to become aware about infancy
education.
Few fresh working materials has been purchased from Madras .
Children are much focusing when we do Uni5 concepts.
Unity among the staff members is good. Ms.Sandhya got married and left. She came with her
husband and enjoyed for a while with children.
Circle time is well structured this year.
On all Fridays most of the concepts are around Vedic lessons and rituals. [Ex: we introduce camphor
and talk about it]
Children come to centers at proper time.
Stories have been narrated with more charts, probes and teachers are well focused.
Ms.Pavithra gave a visit to the center and made the children to observe her craft work.
Helpers are made to involve in presenting Uni5 concepts.
Parents are able to easily accept the reality in the center.
Children are very good in toilet habits and independent than last year says helpers.
It was easy for us to settle the new children than previous years.
We are again continuing with nature walk.
We have to guide a child with specific disability soon to Dr.Chellakumarsamy.
___________________________________________________________
[New staff] Ms.Induja,
''My stress has been reduced after working in a college. For me it is very different and Uni5 is so
advanced and I am very happy to work here.''
[New staff] Ms.Raji,
''Parents are very happy in sending the children here. I have received many nice feedback from
them.My child is also studying here. My child does all work properly and perfectly and she is very
different from my elder child. She is assisting in all my house hold work. She is very good in replacing

all items at home also. She is also very good in rhymes with actions. My elder daughter has missed
this system.''
Ms.Kaviha teacher says that her sons have missed this Uni5 system.
Principal Ms.Ramya,
''Most of our old parents have suggested our center for new admissions. My son is studying here and
he is exploring many things with good linking. He has improved a great vocabulary skill. He says that
clouds are floating like cotton bags. Many of my relatives admire when he talks about red soil, earth
etc. Few new students have come here after seeing the relative child's development.''
___________________________________________________________
Feed back got about students who has gone to higher grades in other schools:
Most of them has easily adapted to the fresh schools.
Few of them said that their children feel very hard to suit with the traditional school system.
Children are particular in following ground rules. Sruthy [joined in a city school] said that all children
must stand in a line to get into the bus.
Few children who has left has been forced to go to new system.
_____________________________________________________________
Feedback about the June month from parents:
Children are very particular in handling the objects with care and replace them well.
Children assist the parents at home and share their things with others.
Single child parents say that they are the most benefited ones by this system.
Children's spoken skills are developing fast.
Children are cultivating good social skills and they are confident in communication skills.
Children talk much about Uni5 lessons. [This month most of them are always talking about land,
sand, soils, and earth]
Thirukural related with Earth is being well explained with Uni5 pattern by children at home also.
''Mother, be polite like Earth'' - says Shivani at home.
''Aunty, see there like us this anthill is also standing upon Earth'' - says Mukundhan in nature
walking.
Children them self-ask their parents not to give bakery items in snack boxes and ask the parents to
give fruits.
One adamant boy's harsh nature has been changed in this 1 month.
____________________________________________________
Correspondent Ms.Sumathy,
''My daughter asks me to explain anything at home in Uni5 linking based system. I am able to
understand the Uni5 little more than last year. I am able to understand the syllabus with more space

for linking.
Children says that God is everywhere and within all. They have easily caught up the name Jesus and
says he is everywhere.
I think the syllabus ''land'' alone can be done for the whole year.
More neatness in the center, independence of adults and children has been seen this year.
Adults are more in number and we are able to handle very well.
More coordination within the staff can be seen.
But I have the great challenge of bringing more infants like Sendurai''
With regards.,
Dr.M.Madeswaran
Coimbatore, July 4th, 2014

